
Tournament Rules 
 

Fixing Cups 
At any time in the game, a player may ask for the cups to be fixed. This is not to get confused with racking. 
This is simply putting the cups back to where they would have been had they not slid or been knocked out of 
position. 

Bitch Cup / Death Cup 
Once a cup is made and is pulled up from the rack and before the contents have been consumed (unless 
you’re playing with water), the cup in a player’s hand (or even if they put the drink down) can be referred to 
as a bitch cup or death cup. If this cup is made by the opposing team, the game is automatically over and the 
team to sink the bitch cup is victorious. If the cup is still on the table and not in a hand and both balls land 
inside, it is 3 worth cups (2 additional chose by defending team). This is most common if players shoot at the 
same time or if the defending team is not paying attention. 

On Table Rollbacks 
After shooting if the ball rolls back to the shooter without hitting the floor (you may also grab it mid-air), they 
can shoot it again behind the back. The shot counts as one cup if made. 

NBA Jams On Fire Rule 
After a player hits two cups in a row, he can call “heating up.” If he makes his third shot he can announce that 
he’s on fire and he shoots until he misses. If the player fails to announce that he’s heating up he cannot call 
on fire. 

Island / Solo / Iso / Lonely Cup 
This rule has many different aliases, but the concept is the same. Each player once per game can call a 
specific cup if it is not touching any other cup (singled out due to surrounding cups being hit, not from the 
cup sliding away from the other cups on a wet table). If the called cup is hit, the defending team pulls the hit 
cup along with an additional cup of their choosing. If the shooter calls a specific cup and hits another, the ball 
is pulled out and the unintentionally hit cup remains on the table. 

Rebuttal 
After the last cup is hit each player from the losing team has a chance to hit the remaining cups. Each player 
shoots until they miss, the order in which this is done does not matter. If there are racks left over they may 
be used now. Once both players miss and there are remaining cups, the game is over. If the players manage 
to hit all remaining cups the game goes into a 3 cup overtime. 

Overtime 
Three cups are placed back into a triangle shape and the would-have-been winners shoot first. There are no 
racks permitted on overtime, however the last cup may be pulled back/centered.


